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Scientific definition of sheet erosion

['shè i'rō ·zhən] (geology) Erosion of juquee layers with continuous sheets of running water. Also known as sheet swelling; fissile sheet; surface washing; unconcentrated wash. McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific and Technical Terms, 6E, Copyright © 2003 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.The following article is from The Great Soviet Encyclopedia
(1979). It could be outdated or ideologically biased. (including surface washing or rainwash erosion), separation of particles from the upper soil layers or separation of rock erosion products by rain or melting snow, which inhibits the slope in a hard sheet or in small currents. As a result, the soil is rusty mainly in the upper and middle part of the slope and rusty
material deposited at the base of the slope. Sheet erosion depends closely on the steepness and length of the slope, the intensity of precipitation, the amount of snow melts, the type of vegetative blanket and the use of the area. 3rd edition of the Great Soviet Encyclopedia (1970-1979). © 2010 Gale Group, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Want to thank TFD for its
existence? Tell a friend about us, add a link to this page, or visit the webmaster page to get free fun content. Link to this page: &lt;a href= Erosion&gt;Sheet Erosion&lt;/a&gt; sheet erosion is considered a single removal of soil in thin layers from sloping ground resulting from sheet or land flow. Please log in or sign up to answer this question. Please log in or
sign up to add a comment. Go to the main content Switch to table of contents Reference job recordDOI: Https://doi.org/10.1007/3-540-31060-6_330Sheet is an important process for denucation of earth surfaces. This includes the fall of raindrops and their fusion to form an almost continuous sheet that moves down hills, gathering momentum and
representing the power of high potential erosion. It is separated from gully erosion (q.v.) and flow erosion, which includes water flow concentrations in surface channels of all sizes. Several almost synonymous are suitable for this process: rainwash, hillwash, sheetwash, sheetwash, sheet flood, rillwash, French ruissellement (diffuse, or en nappe), German
Abspülung or Flächenspülung (Cailleux, 1948). Rillwash means the beginning of very small channels. The term sheetflood is mostly reserved for large-scale rainwash briefly observed in semiarid regions during cloud-bursts (short but severe thunderstorms). The process has two distinct phases: the mechanical effects of raindrop on the weathered rock
surface or soil, actually throwing up a small... This is a preview of your subscription content, log on to verify access. Anonymous, 1964, Annotated bibliography on hydrology and sedimentation 1959-1962 (USA and Canada), Washington, Bur. It's a clot. (Joint Hydr.-Sed. Bull. 8). Google ScholarBlackwelder, E., 1928, Mudflow as a geological agent in the semi-
eared mountains, Geol. Soc. Am., 39, 465-484.Google ScholarCailleux, A., 1948, Le ruissellement en pays tempéré non montagneux, Ann. 57, 21-39.Google ScholarCailleux, A., 1950, Écoulements liquides en nappes et aplanissements, Rev.M. Geol. Soc. Geol. Soc. Am., 49, 1337-1416.Google ScholarEverett, K.R., 1963, Slope Movement, Neotoma Valley,
Southern Ohio, Ohio State Univ., Ins.M t. Union, 38(6), 903-907.Google ScholarJutson, J.T., 1919, On the clawing action of rain in sub-arid Australia, Proc. Soc. Victoria, 32(1), 20–21.Google ScholarKing, L., 1957, The uniformitrian nature of hill-slopes, Trans. Edinburgh Geol. Soc., 17, 81-102.Google ScholarMcGee, W J 1897, Sheetflood Erosion, Bull.
Geol.M. J. Hydrol., 1, 3–28.Google ScholarSchumm, S.A., 1956, Role of creep and rain washing during the fall of the badland slopes am. J. Sci., 254, 693-706.Google ScholarSmith, D. D. and Wischmeier, W.H., 1957, Factors sheet and erosion, Trans Am. Geophys. Article 38(6), Articles 889 to 896 Google ScholarVita-Finzi, C., 1964, Slope downwearing by
discontinuous sheetwash In Jordan, Israel J. Earth-Sci., 13, 88-91.Google ScholarWischmeier, W.H., and Smith, D. D., 1958, Rainfall energy and its connection to soil loss, Trans. Union, 38(2), 285-291.Google Scholar© Reinhold Book Corporation 1968It is available affiliation site erosion or leaf washing is even substrate erosion in a wide area. [1] This
occurs in different environments such as coastal plains, hillslopes, floodplain and beaches. [2] Water moves fairly evenly with similar thickness above the surface called sheet flow, and this is the cause of sheet erosion. [2] Sheet erosion means that any flow of water that causes erosion is not canalized. [2] If the mesh of the hills is a lot of irregularities, sheet
erosion can give way to erosion in small urals called rills, which can then converge form gullies. [2] [3] However, despite the limited unevenness of the flow of sheets resulting from earth crosses, rock fragments or vegetation, erosion of sheets may occur. [2] Sheet erosion occurs in two stages. First, rainpsyxin scatters small particles of substrate and then the
particles are carried away, usually over short distances, with a thin and uniform layer of water known as a locpitation. [3] Transport through the flow of sheets usually takes place over short distances, which means that sheet erosion is a small-scale process. [3] [4] However, the frequency over time with which this occurs may be high, compensating for the
minor changes observed in each individual episode of sheet erosion. [4] The sheet can be distinguished from the much higher volume and much lower frequency. [4] Sheet retractors are associated with various scientists with a number of causes, including: high intensity rain, low terrain, lack of vegetation, low permeability of the substrate, strong weather
contrast between seasons, slope shape and climate change. Sheetfloods are usually nasty, but sheetflow can be laminar or turbulent. [4] Sheet erosion is common in recently plowed fields and bare ground where the substrate, usually soil, is not consolidated. [3] As a result, loss of material through sheet erosion can destroy valuable top soil coils. [3] Durable
grass, such as vetiver, prevents the development of sheet flow. [5] Sheet erosion caused by a single downpousion can result in loss of up to one hundred tonnes of small particles. [3] It was claimed that in the late Neoproterozoic era, sheet erosion was a dominant erosion process because there were no plants on the ground. [6] As such, sheet erosion may
have contributed to the development of important forms of land, such as the Sub-Cambrian peneplain, which covers much of the Baltic Shield. [6] See also Hillslope evolution Pediment (geology) Soil erosion Surface runoff References ^ DEFINITION OF SHEET EROSION. Merriam-Webster. Retrieved 23 May 2018. ^ Govers, Gerard (2004). Sheet erosion,
sheet flow, sheet washing. In Goudie, A.S. (ed.). Geomorphology encyclopedia. - Yes, 1900, pp. 947-949. ^ Sheet erosion – Britannica Online Encyclopedia. Britannica.com. Retrieved 26 September 2018. ^ Hogg, Susan E. (1982). Sheetflood, sheetwash, sheetflow, or ... ?. Earth science reviews. 18 (1): 59-76. Introduction to geomorphology. London:
Methuen. p. 526. ^ Lidmar-Bergström, Karna (1993). Denudation surfaces and tectonic in the southern part of the Baltic Shield. Precambrian Research. 64 (1-4): 337-345 . erosion with running water sheets rather than streams. It is also called sheet-fluhd. /ˈʃitˌflʌd/. sheets, sheet anchor, sheet bend, sheet shelves, sheet erosion, sheet erosion, sheet feeder,
sheet film, sheet glass, sheet iceDictionary.com Unabridged Based on Random House Unabridged Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2020WORD OF DAYVERBUM Sapphrase | [vur-buhm-sap ] [vur-buhm-sap] SEE DEFINITIONSee 2020 Word Of The Year Print Soil Erosion is a widespread problem in rural and urban Queensland. If we want to save our
soil, we need to understand the different types of erosion that can happen. Water erosionQueensland high intensity summer rainfall poses a significant risk of erosion with water. Raindrops hit the bald soil with enough force to break the soil fillers. These fragments wash into the soil pores and prevent water from infiltrating the soil. The water then accumulates
surface and increase the run-off that takes the soil with it. Well-structured soils are less prone to collapse, and the effects of rain drops are minimised if the soil surface is protected by plant or bedding cover. Soil's vulnerability to water erosion depends on:rainfall intensity (erosivity)-high intensity rainfall poses a serious risk, because heavy droplets on bare soil
cause soil surface sealnature soil (erodibility)-clay soils differ in their ability to withstand raindness shocks, if the slope is long, the water that flows down the slope, becomes deeper and moves faster, taking more soil with its fall steepness- note the speed increases on steep slopes , which increases the water force to break and make soil particles. Rill and
sheet erosion on the slopes of cultivated Paddock Hill are prone to sheet erosion and rill erosion. The amount of erosion of a hillside depends to a large extent on how the land is used. Sheet erosion occurs when a thin layer of topsoiling soil is removed all over the hillside paddock and cannot be easily noticed. Rill erosion occurs when runoff water forms
small channels as it focuses down the slope. These rills can be up to 0.3m deep. If they become any deeper than 0.3m they are called gully erosion. Scalded landscape, Western Queensland scalding can occur when wind and water erosion removes the upper soil and exposes the physiological or fine soils. The effects of rain drops alone can cause large
amounts of soil to be moved. However, water or wind moving over the surface will remove more soil, and contribute to sheet, rill and gully erosion. Erosion also tends to remove lighter, smaller soil particles first (such as clay and sediment), leaving fine and coarse sand behind. The combination of large amounts of fine sand and small amounts of clay at the
surface means that the soil tends to seal and set hard, which limits the infiltration (water that flows into the soil). Very rusty gully gully erosion occurs when the drain concentrates and flows strong enough to remove and move soil particles. For example, a waterfall can form, with a runoff picking up energy as it plunges over the gully head. Splashback at the
base of the gully head reduces the subsoil and gully eats its way up the slopes. Gullies may develop in watercourses or other areas where drain concentrates. In cultivation or grazing, improved rill erosion may develop into gully erosion. This type of erosion is very visible and affects soil productivity, restricts land use and can damage roads, fences and
buildings. Gully depth is often limited by depth based on the rock, which means that gullies are usually less than 2m deep. However, gullies can reach a depth of 10-15m on deep mesly and secret soil. CausesGully development can be caused by: breeding or grazing on soils that are susceptible to gully erosion due to high runoff from land use changes, such
as tree clearing in the catchment area or new residential areasto run off concentrations caused by furs, contour banks, waterways, waterways, detergents, spare blocks, fences, track or roadsimproper design, construction or maintenance of waterway crops in growing areaspo or vegetation cover that may have been caused by overgrazing, fires or salinity
problemsunder the flow or seepage flow over a longer period of time 'down cutting' in the creek, causing gullies to encourage up drainage lines to flow into the sinking drainage lines to an area with high risk, such as a steep creek bank or soil , which are very prone to erosion. Read more about gully erosion (PDF, 200KB). Tunnel erosion in Marburg,
Queensland tunnel erosion is subsoe removal. When water penetrates through the soil crack or hole where the root has collapsed, the soil disperses and is carried away by the flow to leave a small tunnel. Initially, the soil surface remains relatively intact, but with each flow the tunnel becomes larger and the soil can eventually collapse and form gully. The
whole process is greatly accelerated if an outlet is provided (e.g. existing gully or roadside cutting) as it allows free flow of underground drainage water. Soils susceptible to tunnel erosion are dispersible in subsets with naturally high sodium levels. Such soils are called sodic and called Sodosols.When clones of these soils are exposed to water, they easily
divide into separate particles of sand, sediment and clay, which are easily removed because the water moves through the sub-layer. Severe stream banking erosion Recent floods have made the erosion of brook banks a widespread problem across Queensland.The main cause of the erosion of stream banks is the destruction of vegetation on river banks
(usually by barking, overcading, breeding, vehicle traffic up and down the shores or fire) and the destruction of sand and gravel from the stream bed. Stream bank erosion can also be accelerated by factors such as: lowering strips or filling bank soils, followed by a sharp drop in flow after banks flooded from off-spill sourcessusing and speeding up the flow
around infrastructure, obstacles, debris or vegetation in sub-soil properties such as poor drainage or easy-to-see material to seam bank profilwave in operation caused by wind or boat washing rainfall events (e.g. cyclones). Learn more about what causes banking erosion (PDF, 161KB) and what causes flow bed erosion (PDF, 645KB). Erosion floods on
floodplain Some of Queensland's best farmland are on floodplain due to high fertility in soils and water availability for irrigation. These areas are subject to high-speed flooding, which is destroying soil with insufficient surface cover. This erosion flood can remove the entire layer of cultivated topsoor soil exposing a compacted sublayer. Usually such areas are
cleaned from 0,1 to 0,15 m of the top coil. Risk of erosion due to floodplain: flood rate— the higher the flood, the higher the speed is the orientation of crop lines and the protective housing provided by the stubble during flooding. Problems can also occur at the end of a flood event when slow moving water flows across saturated soils. An example of a mass
movement of landslides on a steep slope near Coolangatta, the Queensland Mass Movement takes place on cleared slopes in coastal areas. Gravity moves land, rock and soil material both slowly (in millimetres per year) and suddenly (e.g. rock falls). Different forms of mass movement include: soil creepearthflowslumpinglandslipslandslidesrock avalanches.
During periods of prolonged and heavy rainfall, water entering permeable soils may be stopped by a barrier, such as bed and parish or a clay-rich soil horizon. The heavy weight of this saturated soil can slide into recession if it sits on the stone surface liberated by the accumulation of water in the soil. How to avoidIt is better to prevent landslides than to pay
for expensive, time-consuming rehabilitation, which can only be partially effective. Trees should not be cleaned from susceptible sites. Cleaned areas will grow on-site adapted, deep-rooted, fast-growing trees. Since excessive water intake is the most common trigger for landslides, avoid obstacles such as dams or transverse sewers. Dust storm, in western
Queensland, in October 2007 Wind erosion is a major problem in dry pasture lands inland Queensland.It is likely to occur when strong winds blow over light textured soils that have heavily grazed during droughts. It promotes scalding, a process that forms smooth, empty areas of impermeable sub-layers. These areas, which range from a few square metres
to hundreds of hectares, are difficult to regenerate because:because of their lack of permeability, it is often the physiological surface. Usually wind erosion is not a serious issue in crop areas. Most soil cultivated in Queensland has a heavy texture, forming relatively large fillers that are too rude to be carried out by strong winds. However, sandy soils are
vulnerable to wind erosion because they cannot store very much moisture and have low fertility. This restricts their use in Queensland and only small areas (where irrigation is available) are grown for horticulture or vegetable production. Read more about wind erosion (PDF, 117KB). Last updated: 18 December 2013 Last review: 24 March 2020
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